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POULTRY EQUIPMENT

Your ROTOMAID machine consists of a:




Motorised base which oscillates gently
Water bucket with thermostatically controlled heater
Basket for egg collection/washing.

ROTOMAID product features:




200 Model – approximately 200 poultry egg washing capacity
Bucket – Adjustable electronic thermostat maintaining an even water temperature. Compatible with white
basket.
Base – Powerful low voltage motor designed for effective agitation. Compatible with 100 & 200 Bucket.

CAUTION
The electronics are factory certified and tested. Do not subject to a PAT or Insulation test as this will damage the
electronic circuit.
Fill the bucket with water before use. Switching the unit on without first filling with water could cause damage to your
Rotomaid and will invalidate the warranty.
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POULTRY EQUIPMENT

POSITION
Place bucket on the oscillation base near to a double power point when turned off. It is important to position the unit in
a dry environment where it will not be put at risk from water ingress by such routines as poultry house cleaning/sluicing.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
WASHING












Dissolve egg washing powder according to the instructions. Chlorine strips are recommended. The level of free
chlorine in the bucket for washing will be 100ppm.
Fill the bucket with cold water to the Water Level mark (do not overfill). Plug in and switch on. The red LED will
switch off when the water reaches the set temperature. Check temperature using the thermometer provided by
placing thermometer in the centre of the bucket and taking care to avoid the element. Adjust thermostat if
necessary to ensure correct temperature is reached before placing eggs into egg washer.
Fill a basket with eggs, the dirtiest on the outside. Filthy or heavily soiled eggs are not suitable for cleaning.
Lower the egg filled basket into the pre-warmed egg wash powder liquid solution in the Rotomaid bucket
ensuring that all eggs are covered, removing eggs if necessary to accomplish this.
Plug in the base and switch on. The base will oscillate gently.
After less than three minutes, remove the basket of sanitised eggs and leave to dry. Repeat with the next basket
of eggs. Never soak your eggs and never leave for longer than three minutes in solution.
The solution should be renewed each time three baskets of lightly soiled eggs have been washed or if the
chlorine levels have reduced. This procedure maintains the antibacterial and cleaning properties of the solution.
Do not allow the water to become dirty or cold.
Rinse your eggs in suitably heated, clean rinsing water after washing. (Heat requirement will depend on your
state regulations) however above 41 degrees Celsius is a good rule.
After use, discard the water and rinse the bucket with fresh water, store in a dry place.

PRECAUTIONS


Rinse off splashed powder/detergent or solution with plenty of clean, potable cold water.

